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Selections from the Gutter: Portraits from the Jazz Record. No Customer Reviews. Select Format. From the Jacket Flap: "Art Hodes/Music Man: so reads the business card handed out by the tall pianist. And 'music man' he has been ever since he learned to play 'two-fisted' piano as a kid on Chicago's South Side. One of the great band pianists, Art Hodes has known and played with all the top names in jazz. In the mid 'forties, after a successful stint on a radio (WNYC, New York's municipal radio station), he began a magazine called 'The Jazz Record.' Read More. Buy a cheap copy of Selections From the Gutter: Portraits book by Chadwick Hansen. Anthology from "The Jazz Record" magazine, which was published from 1943-1947. The selections are highlighted by numerous 1st person accounts of the music & the Free shipping over $10. Anthology from "The Jazz Record" magazine, which was published from 1943-1947. The selections are highlighted by numerous 1st person accounts of the music & the musician's life by the musicians themselves. Jazz Portraits from 'The Jazz Record'. By: HODES, Art and Chadwick. Show me the best price for this book. Books ordered may be returned for a full refund if they are not as described. Delivery is guaranteed - or your money back. BibliOZ.com is operated by BiblioQuest International Pty Ltd, an Australian-owned and operated company and the region's leading book search service since 1994. Order online or by phone. Aus 1800 067 877 nzl 0800 771 773 int +61 2 4861 7666.